
  
 

Going to the local supermarket will reveal foods packaged in different ways- tins, 

cardboard boxes, plastic wrappers, net bags. Plastic is used in many different items, from 

food storage boxes, cups, toothbrushes, dog food pouches and car tyres to clothing. Is 

plastic fantastic?  

 

Plastic bags and boxes are waterproof, plastic is a material that is durable, that’s great 

however:  

 

Plastic doesn’t break down easily.  

 

Plastic items left long enough will start to break down into microplastics. Some plastics 

can be recycled locally but not all.  

 

 

 

Conversation Starters: 

 

Have you ever worn clothes made from plastic? 

 

Are there any plastic items that you would find difficult to do without? 

 

How do you feel about the use of plastics in medical settings such as for personal 

protective equipment? What other issues about the use of plastic did you encounter as a 

result of the pandemic? 

 

Should we stop using all plastic items or only new plastic items? Should we replace our 

plastic keep cups  and lunch boxes with metal or bamboo ones?  

 

Have you ever tried to reduce, re-use, recycle or refuse any plastic items? Share what 

went well and what was difficult to do?  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Some ideas for actions for the young at heart (And not so young) 

 

Have a “rubbish event”. Get together with some friends and bring along a few items of 

clean household waste each.  For each of the items decide which of the 4 R’s it belongs 

to. Can ir be Reused, Recycled, Reduced (use less of it/ find an alternative) or Refused 

(said “No Thanks” to eg plastic stirrers in coffee shops).   

 

Consider speaking to your local supermarket/shop and ask for all fruit and vegetables to 

be sold without plastic bags or nets. Take along your own containers and reusable bags to 

fill at the supermarket when you go shopping.  

 

Try to reduce the amount of plastic you use in the bathroom. Find out about alternatives 

such as shampoo and conditioner bars, and try them out. Find out about plastic free 

periods.  

 

Find out to recycle some of the items that can’t go in household recycling bins such as 

pens or pet food pouches? (Have a look at www.terracyle.com) 
 

Could you set up a reuse point for bubble wrap and wrapping paper for people using your 

meeting place? 

 

Find out more about what can be recycled in your local area. Arrange for a talk from the 

local council or a recycling firm about the work that they do to tackle waste.  

 

 

 

Bible References 

 

(which will not lessen the controversy) Romans 14:1-23...Plastic may not 

be good or bad, but what we do with it certainly may be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.terracyle.com/


 

 

Prayer written by Len Gregory, Trustee of Eco-Congregation Scotland.  

 

 

It’s our mess, God: A world full of toxic waste, a world of plastic 

that consumes our everyday living, like a drug that has possessed us. 

 

Creating God, help us to take better care of this wonderful planet we call home. 

Teach us how to respect and be mindful of the gifts that you give, gifts that sustain our 

lives and the lives of others. 

Enable us to understand the need to protect our fragile eco-systems that maintain the 

rhythm of life. 

Empower us to become less reliant on plastic. 

 

Let us pray for generations yet to come. 

Let us begin today to reverse the effects of climate change for their sake.  

Let us model our approach to recycling on your grace which regards no gift as trivial and 

no person as redundant. 

 

Recycle our faith with new vigour and purpose. 

Recycle our hope with conviction that things can change. 

Recycle our love so that there is justice for all living things. 

 

Amen. 

 

 

 

 

   


